Equilibrium of nucleotides in the dogfish brain.
In the past, the results of experiments on the time course of concentration changes of adenylates, phosphocreatine, and free creatine in muscle appeared compatible with an equilibrium hypothesis involving only the Lohmann and the myokinase reactions. Other reports, however, denied the applicability of the equilibrium hypothesis to the same tissue. The controversy may have been due to the high probability of experimental errors since time sampling was performed at second intervals. We presently test the hypothesis in the living brain of the small-spotted dogfish shark (Scyliorhinus canicula), an animal-model allowing for timing of sampling at hourly intervals. According to our earlier work, the dogfish shark can easily be resuscitated 8.2 h on average after being brought into the state of "suspended animation" at 0 degree C body temperature and exposed, out of water, to an atmosphere of nitrogen gas. To obtain a complete mathematical description of the time course of concentration changes of brain adenylates and phosphocreatine, we devised a kinetic model based on principles of classical multicompartmental analysis and biochemical kinetics. Model testing of the equilibrium hypothesis resulted in very good agreement between the hypothesis and our experimental data. Time-course modeling, achieved by simultaneously fitting the time series of our data by the set of four equations constituting our model resulted in an excellent agreement between data points and the computed curves. Finally, modeling of the depletion profiles of brain energy status concerning three of its descriptors (energy charge, total adenylate, and primary energy stores expressed in high-energy phosphate equivalents) allowed for a correlation to be established between energy status and the "revival time," a valuable physiological descriptor of tolerance.